
Global Citizenship in a Digital World:  
Sustaining the 1:1 Technology Movement

2014 Auction 
Special Appeal!

“One-to-one technology allows students to explore 
endless possibilities at their fingertips, research topics in 

depth, and become well-versed in technology 
that surrounds us in our everyday lives.” 

- Meg Guerreiro, Student Support Services Coordinator

  Technology in every classroom, for every child. That 
is the goal for The International School. With one-to-one 
technology, students have immediate access to educational 
applications and research tools. Teachers are able to build 
customized lessons for each child – challenging him or her 
at an appropriate level and catering to each student’s unique 
academic needs.

  As The International School continues towards a robust 
educational technology program, we build upon previous 
special appeals to fulfill a critical need for broader 
technology access. As our program has grown, so has the 
excitement and demand for accessing new and important 
educational tools. Our current inventory of iPads and 
laptops is in constant rotation, with teachers continually 
requesting more. 

Just the facts: How does this year’s 
Technology Themed 

Special Appeal Add Up? 
  
   $45,000: 141 Chromebook laptops 
   $9,000: 37 iPads 
   $6,000: 10 iPads with intervention apps 
       for Student Support Services
   $15,000: Device Security & Storage
   $15,000: Faculty Professional Development 

  $90,000 to continue progress toward one-to-
one campus-wide educational technology, as 
requested by TIS teachers and students.

Chromebooks For Every Student in Second 
And Third Grade Classrooms 

“Students become more engaged and more readily take 
control of their own learning with one-to-one devices. 

Effective technology integration supports curricular goals 
and encourages student-centered, project-based learning.” 

– Ariana Levi, 2nd grade Spanish teacher, from a peer-to-
peer article on integrating technology into the classroom. 

    Chromebooks run on the Google Chrome OS, with Apps 
for Education built in. Versatility and functionality with a 
Chromebook in the hands of every second and third grader 
would continue opening the opportunities for fluency in 
technology. Students can create presentations and videos, 
collaborate on projects, advance math skills and much more. 
The simple interface of a Chromebook presents easy 
accessibility for young learners, and a fast start time means 
starting a lesson is a snap.

1:1 iPads allow for independent 
exploration within an IB unit.

  Success in a 21st century classroom requires more than 
shared devices with limited availability. With the generous 
support of our community, the 2014 special appeal builds 
upon our existing inventory of iPads and MacBooks for 
one-to-one devices in every classroom. The current 
devices will be dispersed into classrooms for individual 
student use. New technology, will go to remaining classes - 
ensuring every student access to technology every day. 



Faculty Professional Development Opportunities

Your gifts through past special appeals have funded expert-led 
trainings in topics such as educational technology, differentiated 
instruction, building strong writing skills, student-centered learning 
and small group educational strategies. Teachers at The International 
School are passionate about staying at the forefront of educational 
best practices, and regularly seek opportunities to refresh their skills 
for the benefit of their students. 

Generous contributions to this year’s appeal will provide additional 
professional growth opportunities for our dedicated faculty, 
benefiting both teachers and the students they serve.

Device Security And Storage, With Budgeted 
Maintenance and Repairs

The ability to securely store and distribute iPads and laptops is critical 
as we continue to build and maintain our educational technology 
inventory. Additional storage to keep in each classroom, hardware and 
an allowance for repairs will make our entire device inventory easily 
accessible in the classroom and safely secured. 

iPad and laptop storage also allows for syncing and easy configuration 
of devices, so apps can be used across classrooms and tracks without 
having to re-purchase or re-install.
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A MacBook For Every 
Fourth and Fifth Grader

Through the generous support of our community in 
past special appeals, we are now fortunate to have an 

inventory of 80 MacBooks, which will be 
dedicated to our fourth and fifth graders this year. 

Fourth and Fifth grades already use the laptops 
regularly to create their exhibition presentations, 

prepare for their Capstone trip, and enrich countless 
other projects throughout the course of the year.

Contributions to this year’s special appeal will allow 
for sustainable one-to-one technology in the hands 
of over 400 students in kindergarten through fifth 

grade, preparing him or her for middle school 
and the world beyond graduation.

iPads For Kindergarten And First Grade Classes; 
Ten iPads Equipped With Intervention Apps 
For Student Support Services

“iPads are very helpful to students for practice in writing 
Chinese characters. iPads also make learning easier when  

understanding the meaning and formation of 
characters through animations and pictures.” 
– Emily Pan, Kindergarten Chinese teacher, 

from a staff survey on technology’s benefit in daily learning.

With our current inventory of just 45 iPads for all students on 
the main campus and a high demand for access, scheduling an 
opportunity to use them can be difficult. There simply aren’t 
enough to go around. Bolstering the iPad inventory with 
37 new devices for kindergarteners and first graders would allow 
for one-to-one access in classes that use these tools the most. 
Contributions to this year’s appeal will enrich learning by 
providing unfettered access to interactive language apps, 
project creation software, and more.

Additionally, with the growing Student Support Services 
Program, 10 iPads with appropriate intervention apps would be 
a tremendous step towards individualized support according to 
each student’s academic needs. Whether it’s voice recording, fine 
motor skills, concentration or mental stamina exercises, iPads for 
Student Support Services will serve students who benefit most 
from non-traditional learning strategies.

Thank you for your dedication to our global 
citizens in today’s digital world! If we exceed our goal, 
supplemental contributions from this year’s appeal will 
fund additional educational technology tools.  

Collaboration is so easy with accessible 
technology in every classroom! 


